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A stunning debut novel of a young American woman who becomes a spy in
Paris during World War II.

May 1940. Fleeing a glamorous Manhattan life built on lies, Claire Harris arrives
in Paris with a romantic vision of starting anew. But she didn't anticipate the
sight of Nazi soldiers marching under the Arc de Triomphe. Her plans smashed
by the German occupation, the once- privileged socialite's only option is to take a
job in a flower shop under the tutelage of a sophisticated Parisian florist.

In exchange for false identity papers, Claire agrees to aid the French Resistance.
Despite the ever-present danger, she comes to love the enduring beauty of the
City of Light, exploring it in the company of Thomas Grey, a mysterious
Englishman working with the Resistance. Claire's bravery and intelligence make
her a valuable operative, and slowly her values shift as she witnesses the
courageous spirit of the Parisians.

But deception and betrayal force her to flee once again-this time to fight for the
man she loves and what she knows is right-praying she has the heart and
determination to survive long enough to one day see Paris again.
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A stunning debut novel of a young American woman who becomes a spy in Paris during World War
II.

May 1940. Fleeing a glamorous Manhattan life built on lies, Claire Harris arrives in Paris with a romantic
vision of starting anew. But she didn't anticipate the sight of Nazi soldiers marching under the Arc de
Triomphe. Her plans smashed by the German occupation, the once- privileged socialite's only option is to
take a job in a flower shop under the tutelage of a sophisticated Parisian florist.

In exchange for false identity papers, Claire agrees to aid the French Resistance. Despite the ever-present
danger, she comes to love the enduring beauty of the City of Light, exploring it in the company of Thomas
Grey, a mysterious Englishman working with the Resistance. Claire's bravery and intelligence make her a
valuable operative, and slowly her values shift as she witnesses the courageous spirit of the Parisians.

But deception and betrayal force her to flee once again-this time to fight for the man she loves and what she
knows is right-praying she has the heart and determination to survive long enough to one day see Paris again.
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
A farm girl turned Manhattan socialite lands in Paris just ahead of the Wehrmacht in Sheene's perfunctory
debut. When Claire Harris's rich husband finds out she lied to him about her humble roots, she flees to Paris,
but her timing is poor. Claire, sans papers, winds up working for the Resistance and falling in love with an
English spy whose eventual disappearance leads Claire into harm's way as she tries to save him. Sheene's
occupied Paris is the star, much more so than the bland characters and unsurprising plot. It's not dreadful, but
there's nothing especially exciting going on, either. (May)
(c) Copyright PWxyz, LLC. All rights reserved.

Review
"well-written, well-researched and genuinely suspenseful..." --Charlaine Harris, bestselling author of the
Sookie Stackhouse series

 "an exceptionally realistic account of the... [German] invasion of Paris... This nostalgic story will haunt me
for months to come."
--FreshFiction.com

"Well written... with excellent pacing and a heart-felt story, there is only one way to celebrate this wonderful
book, and that is by giving it a Perfect 10."
--Romance Reviews Today

"Sheene gives readers a heroine who could give Scarlett O'Hara lessons in determination and a fascinating
taste of life in the City of Light during the difficult days of World War II."
-- The Chicago Tribune

"With rich detail, smooth prose and an alluring story line, author Lynn Sheene captures the sight, taste,
smell, texture, sound and energy of Nazi-occupied Paris in her debut novel The Last Time I Saw Paris."
--Cortez Journal

"Set against the backdrop of Paris during the Second World War, "The Last Time I Saw Paris" is a
breathtaking tale of love, courage, intrigue and betrayal. Beautifully written and heartfelt, it is a thoroughly
enjoyable and memorable read."
-Pam Jenoff, International bestselling author of "The Kommandant's Girl"
"In "The Last Time I Saw Paris" Lynn Sheene delivers more drama, romance and suspense than we've seen
since the Paris occupation in Casablanca."
-Katherine Neville, best-selling author of "The Eight" and "The Fire"
""The Last Time I Saw Paris" glows with the faded but indomitable beauty of the city herself. Sheene's
research is impeccable, her writing lyrical, and in Claire Badeau she has created an unflinching heroine who
haunted me long after I regretfully devoured the last page. Sheene is a powerful writer and I cannot wait to
read whatever comes next."
-Rebecca Cantrell, award winning author of "A Night of Long Knives"
""The Last Ti

"Sheene's research is impeccable, and her homage to the city is reflected in her nostalgic and finely drawn
portrait of a place and people badly bent but resolutely unbroken. Sheene's detailed descriptions bring alive



the architecture, the smells of the flora and the sounds of jackbooted Nazis as they stomp imperially through
the Arc de Triomphe."
-Leslie Doran, "The Durango Herald"
"Set against the backdrop of Paris during the Second World War, "The Last Time I Saw Paris" is a
breathtaking tale of love, courage, intrigue and betrayal. Beautifully written and heartfelt, it is a thoroughly
enjoyable and memorable read."
-Pam Jenoff, International bestselling author of "The Kommandant's Girl"
"In "The Last Time I Saw Paris" Lynn Sheene delivers more drama, romance and suspense than we've seen
since the Paris occupation in Casablanca."
-Katherine Neville, best-selling author of "The Eight" and "The Fire"
""The Last Time I Saw Paris" glows with the

About the Author
Lynn Sheene is a graduate of the University of California, Santa Barbara, and lives with her husband in
southern California. The Last Time I Saw Paris is her first novel.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Georgetta Watson:

This book untitled The Last Time I Saw Paris to be one of several books this best seller in this year, honestly,
that is because when you read this guide you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy that book
in the book shop or you can order it by way of online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you more easily to read this book, since you can read this book in your Mobile phone. So there is no
reason for your requirements to past this reserve from your list.

Anthony Sierra:

Spent a free time and energy to be fun activity to perform! A lot of people spent their free time with their
family, or their friends. Usually they performing activity like watching television, gonna beach, or picnic
within the park. They actually doing ditto every week. Do you feel it? Would you like to something different
to fill your personal free time/ holiday? Might be reading a book is usually option to fill your free time/
holiday. The first thing you will ask may be what kinds of book that you should read. If you want to consider
look for book, may be the publication untitled The Last Time I Saw Paris can be excellent book to read. May
be it is usually best activity to you.

Lorraine Prinz:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you will get it
in e-book way, more simple and reachable. This kind of The Last Time I Saw Paris can give you a lot of
friends because by you checking out this one book you have thing that they don't and make a person more
like an interesting person. This kind of book can be one of a step for you to get success. This reserve offer
you information that perhaps your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than various other make you to be
great persons. So , why hesitate? Let's have The Last Time I Saw Paris.



Elizabeth Johannes:

A number of people said that they feel bored stiff when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt this
when they get a half elements of the book. You can choose often the book The Last Time I Saw Paris to
make your current reading is interesting. Your own personal skill of reading skill is developing when you
such as reading. Try to choose very simple book to make you enjoy to study it and mingle the opinion about
book and examining especially. It is to be first opinion for you to like to start a book and go through it.
Beside that the book The Last Time I Saw Paris can to be your brand-new friend when you're sense alone
and confuse with what must you're doing of that time.
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